INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP:

Implementing Elements of a Coaching Approach
Position Teachers as Partners
Honor teacher autonomy
Demonstrate trust in their decision making
More inclined to change their practice
Listen
Talk less
Pause & affirm others after they speak
Be patient & resist the distraction of listening to respond
Ask Powerful Questions
Promote inquiry by asking open ended or opinion questions
Ask for more detail
Engage in Dialogue
Humble stance
Be open to new ideas & learning from others
Think together
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Post-Observation/Walkthrough Conversation
1. On a scale of 1-10, with 10 being ideal, how close was this lesson to your ideal?
2. What would have to change to move the lesson closer to a 10?
3. What would your students be doing?
4. Say more about what that might look like.
5. How would we measure that?
6. Do you want that to be your goal?
7. Would it really matter to you if you hit that goal?
8. What instructional strategy might you use to achieve that?
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Revisiting the Goal
1. What are you pleased about?
2. Did you hit the goal?
3. If you hit the goal, do you want to identify another goal or keep reﬁning the current new
practice?
4. If you did not hit the goal, do you want to stick with the chosen practice or try a new one?
5. If you stick with the chosen practice, how will you modify it to increase its impact?
6. If you choose another practice, what will it be?
7. What are your next actions?

Adapted from Knight, J. et al. (2015). Three steps to great coaching. Learning Forward, 36(1), 10-18.

